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New products

Temporary inflatable dock
w Producer: AERE
w Web: www.praktek.com

AERE has created a temporary inflatable dock, expressly 
designed for fitting to a superyacht’s stern or boarding area to 
allow for the safe and convenient docking of jet skis or other 
water toys. Guests or crew will be able to pull safely into a slip 
purposely designed to secure the watercraft, disembark easily 
onto the floating dock and walk onboard the vessel with safety 
and dignity. The dock can be modified and customized.  

New products

Pull-load producer
w Producer: Equiplite
w Web: www.equiplite.eu

Designed for Equiplite’s top-down 
furling systems and inner forestay 
furlers, X-Twist is a small twist free 
2:1 or 3:1 pull-load reducer 
that prevents the furling 
drum from turning 
sideways when torque 
is applied. It is a smart, 
light and easy to install 
tool that reduces the force needed 
to pre-tension a furling system without 
employing moving parts, and is completely 
maintenance free.

Deck winches
w Producer: Lewmar
w Web: www.lewmar.com

Lewmar has recently redesigned its custom 
line of deck winches to offer a cleaner, 
more streamlined look, in-keeping with 
modern superyacht design trends. To 
achieve this, the winches are now flat 

topped, and either entirely smooth or with 
additional detailing, dependent upon the 
owner’s preference. The stripper ring 
has also changed from being a separate 
piece to being integrated within the 
self-tailing jaws themselves. This feature, 

usually found in more race-focused 
winches, results in improved rope stripping 

performance and further reduces the chances of a 
rope snag than in previous versions.

Antifouling for aluminium
w Producer: Seajet
w Web: www.seajetpaint.com

Seajet has introduced a new 
premium superyacht antifouling 
specifically designed for aluminium 
hulls traversing a wide range of 
fouling areas at speeds of up to 
40kt. Total compatibility means that 
no extra epoxy coats are necessary. 
It has a coverage rate of 11.2m2/lt 
and is sold in a 20lt pack size. Just 
one coat needs to be applied per 
season, or three for two seasons 
of wear. The antifouling performs 
well in both salt and fresh water and is 
available in white, mid blue, navy blue, bright 
red and black.

Compact pod range
w Producer: Scanstrut
w Web: www.scanstrut.com

Scanstrut Ltd has launched 
its new Scanpod range to 
meet the growing demand 
for installation solutions 
designed to fit modern, 
slim style electronics. 
The new compact pods 
feature a reduced pod 
depth, and are even easier to fit together thanks to the shorter 
fixing screws. Both benefit from the same features as their 
larger models, such as secure, watertight installation, and are 
upgraded with a double layer of ABS (acrylonitrile-butadiene-
styrene), a high tear strength silicone renowned for its 
toughness and high resistance to the effects of heat and UV. 
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 Anti-pirate protection system
w Producer: Vector Developments
w Web: www.vector-developments.com

Vector Development’s (VDL’s) ‘Missile Protection System’ is a 
simple to use, cost effective and proven onboard system that 
launches illuminating or acoustic rockets up to 1.8km from the 
vessel. At night, the missile 
illuminates the surrounding area 
and warns the potential security 
threat, effectively denying 
pirates the operating conditions 
they need to succeed. In daylight, 
the extreme acoustic explosion 
provides an unmistakable 
warning to attackers. 

 
Heat absorbing, laminated glass
 

w Producer: Aadaptiv
w Web: www.aadaptiv.com

Aadaptiv has unveiled an innovative new technology 
that will be incorporated in all future 
Outdoor Sunlight LCD monitors. It 
utilises a composite laminated glass 
with special heat absorbing plastic 

filters, which dramatically reduces UV 
and IP radiation effects, whilst providing 

high light transmission levels. The 
laminated safety glass is unbreakable 

and splinter-free.
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Durable anchor rodes
w Producer: CMP Global
w Web: www.cmpglobal.com

CMP Global now offers durable rope/chain Titan anchor rodes in 
three models that fit all major windlasses. They use nylon rope, 

which is elastic and serves 
as a great shock absorber for 
sudden loads caused by wind 
and waves, and absorbs more 
of the loading energy when 
anchored compared to natural 
fibres. Titan G4 HT chain is 
used for the rodes, made from 
CMP’s corrosion-resistant 
Hi-Test steel, which delivers 
better strength-to-weight 

ratio than proof coil. The double braided anchor rode and eight 
strand plaited anchor rode are exceptionally strong, flexible and 
easy on the hands. Braided nylon also makes it easier to feed 
rope through a deck pipe for storage. 

Compact thruster
w Producer: Ocean Yacht Systems
w Web: www.oceanyachtsystems.co.uk

Ocean Yacht Systems (OYS) has launched the C-Series retractable 
thruster, which is designed to 
provide a reliable solution for 
smaller-range superyachts from 
20m-37m (66ft-121ft). The 
C-Series is a compact design that 
deploys vertically, yet due to 
the unique linkage design, does 
not need the additional height 
associated with traditional 
vertical thrusters. Once raised, 
a hydraulic pin is actuated to ensure the 
thruster remains raised and securely in 
place. Although powered by hydraulics, the 
thruster also has manual overrides so it can 
be raised/lowered and locked in place if there is 
a power failure onboard.

Two-way digital  
content exchange
w Producer: Lantic Entertainment Systems
w Web: www.lantic-systems.com

Lantic Entertainment Systems has rolled-out a portable device 
that provides two-way content exchange between Lantic’s 
systems and portable Apple devices. To access content on an iPad 
or iPhone through a Lantic system, the user just has to ensure 
that the portable device is connected to the local Wi-Fi network, 
press the stream icon at the bottom of the play now screen and 
select Lantic Entertainment System as the destination. 


